Virtual Chassis (VS)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Member becomes the master:
1. Choose the member with the highest mastership priority.
Members have mastership priority 128 by default, and 255 is the highest possible value you can manually
configure. A member with mastership priority 0 will never be elected as master (or backup), and always stays in
the linecard role.
2. Choose the member that was master the last time you rebooted the Virtual Chassis.
3. Choose the member that has been in the Virtual Chassis configuration for the longest period of time.
4. Choose the member with the lowest MAC address.
When a Virtual Chassis is formed, the MAC address of the switch in the master role becomes the system MAC base
address. The Virtual Chassis assigns the system MAC base address as the MAC address for all Layer 3 interfaces within the
Virtual Chassis. The system MAC base address does not change in the event of a switchover if the switch that was
originally configured in the master role remains a member of the Virtual Chassis.
For Layer 2 and aggregated Ethernet interfaces, the Virtual Chassis assigns a unique MAC address that is derived from the
member switch MAC address to each interface. The assignment of a unique MAC address to each network interface helps
ensure that functions that require MAC address differentiation—such as redundant trunk groups (RTGs), Link Aggregation
Control Protocol (LACP), and general monitoring functions—can function properly.
You have two ways of configuring a Virtual Chassis (VC) on the Juniper EX Series. One method would be use VCP cables
that will connect the two EX switches together. The issue with VCP cables is that they are limited to 5 metres in length,
with that in mind, you are able to define port(s) (either copper or if you’re using an uplink module with an SFP fibre) that
can connect the switches together and have them as the VC link. These ports are known as VCEP ports.

